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July 24, 1987

Dear Henri and Nancy (age before beauty):

Here's the picture, at last. It took longer than expected because the negatives were given to someone else to make copies.

I received other pictures on the roll. They didn't realize that my hand was in their hands. A way of making some quick money. Any h.a. paper would have paid well for a headline reading TEMELANCA ACCUSED OF BOESKY CONNECTION.

Got inside information on ending of SCHUBERT'S UNFINISHED! But then, thank goodness, not everyone is equally capable or well-informed as to ways of taking in a fast buck.

Your "No?" postcard was much appreciated.
let me, in good Hebrew Publishing Company fashion and musically answer with another question: "What's New" with you and Emmy and the rest of the family? How's David doing with this plan? Where are you coming to New York next? If you're operating on a Jewish holiday schedule, can we invite you (and Emmy) for a Rosh Hashanah dinner or lunch or a Von Kippur eve dinner or the next day's breakfast? If that calendar isn't operative, since we're Reconstructionists and thus behave in living in two civilizations, there's always Christmas and Easter and Epiphany. At worst there are several evenings (after the camera has gone)

1) Ramadan.

All's well here. Tannie is going to law school in the autumn (Columbia or N.Y.U. she hasn't decided yet), Teddy is going to Harvard for a master's degree. Theo's going back to college in the fall in September and will continue to work with me, and Aggie will return to Berlin (where she's taking some theater courses now). Mimi's enjoying her association with the firm, the merged wth and her Regents' vote and, finally, I'm about to leave a high job relief because Tsha Bak
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Dear Henri and Emmy (age before beauty):

Here’s the picture, at last. It took longer than expected because the negatives were given to someone else to make copies of several other pictures on the roll. They didn’t realize that they had in their hands a way of making some quick money: Any L.A. paper would have paid well for a headline reading TEMIANKA ACCUSED OF BOESKY CONNECTION: [[underline]] GOT INSIDE INFORMATION OF ENDING OF SCHUBERT’S UNFINISHED! [[/underline]] But then, thank goodness, not everyone is equally rapacious or well-informed as to ways of raking in a fast buck.

Your “NU?” postcard was much appreciated.
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Let me, in good Hebrew Publishing Company fashion and musically answer with another question: “What’s Nu” with you and Emmy and the rest of the family? How’s David doing with his plans? When are you coming to New York next? If you’re operating on a Jewish holiday schedule since the Passover meal, can we invite you (and Emmy) for a Rosh Hashana dinner or lunch or a Yom Kippur eve dinner or the next day’s break-fast? If that calendar is not operative, since we’re Reconstructionists and thus believe in living in two civilizations, there’s always Christmas, and Easter, and Epiphany. At worst there are several evenings (after the canon has boomed) of Ramadan.

All’s well here. James is going to law school in the autumn (Columbia or N.Y.U., he hasn’t decided yet), Teddy’s going to Harvard for a master’s degree, Theo’s going back to college in the City in September and will continue to work with me, and Augie will return to Oberlin (where she’s taking some theatre courses now). Mimi’s enjoying her association with the firm she merged with and her Regents’ work and, finally, I’m about to heave a sigh of relief because Tisha B’Av

is coming on August 4 as the starting gun of the season where the booksellers buy prayer books for the high holidays (sic – correct spellings “dans ma branche”). – Let’s hear from you. Till then. Affectionate greetings from house to house. As ever. Charles